Below are variations of the Questions to Consider in the Sustainable Cities section of your binder.  Your homework for this assignment is to research and answer all eight questions (10 paragraphs total) to the best of your ability
 
Simply answering yes or no to any of the questions will get you ZERO points.  The points are tied to your explanations of your responses. Don't cheat yourself by not digging deep for creative suggestions to these items. Do your research.  Go to Orem City's homepage and look for links to city planning and zoning. Google City Planning, Urban Development and Sustainable Cities plus your MUN country's name.  Do your best with the time and resources you have. Refer to your notes on the documentary, Urbanized.
 
Here are the items.  You can copy and paste them into a document and type up your responses after each one if you wish.  Feel free to come into my room during A-Day flex or before or after school to use my computers.  I'd suggest creating a Google Doc. You may work on this with partners from your country.

Name_________________ MUN Country_________________ Period____ Date____

Sustainable Cities Questions to Consider

	What are the urban (city-based) challenges and problems your MUN country faces?  How is your MUN country dealing with these problems? Explain.  
(1 Paragraph)

	What can be done to reduce the environmental impact of cities in your MUN country?  How cities be more environmentally friendly? What were some of the best ideas on how to make cities better for the environment that were presented in the video, Urbanized?  Why? Explain. (2 Paragraphs)

	How can cities still provide jobs and attract businesses and still be environmentally friendly? How can people still make money and still protect the environment? Explain. (1 Paragraph)


	What kind of sustainable projects could cities in your MUN country undertake, begin doing? How would these projects benefit citizens of your MUN country? Explain.  

(1 Paragraph)

	How could other countries, the United Nation, help your MUN country in starting some of the projects you mentioned in Item #4 above?  How could your country help other countries do the same?  Explain.  (2 Paragraphs)


	How can we, people of the world, help improve the lives of people living in the slums? Explain. (1 Paragraph)


	What can the world do to help create cities of opportunities, with access to basic services such as energy, housing, food and transportation for everyone?  What do you personally think would be some good ideas?  (1 Paragraph)


	How are cities in Utah planning for the future?  The population along the Wasatch Front (Brigham City to Nephi) is expected to double within the next 30 years.  How can we make sure that this growth will be environmentally friendly and sustainable?  (1 Paragraph) Go to www.wfrc.org Wasatch Front Region Council’s homepage for detailed information.


